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Abstract

This report explores the strategy and decisions for UOW Visual Arts Society’s digital marketing

plan. The key findings within the report identify and coordinate brand / background research, buyer

personas, marketing objectives and strategy selection, ensuring all elements of the plan target the

identified buyer personas. The marketing strategy is based on achieving the club’s two key

conversion points: membership sign-up and event attendance. It is suggested that these are achieved

by offering the two key buyer persona motivations: learning new creative skills and socialising with

like-minded creative people.

Introduction

This report will be recommending a digital marketing plan for the UOW Visual Arts Society

(UOWVAS). The UOW Visual Arts Society formed in April 2021. The club’s purpose is to offer

students and artists the opportunity to participate in creative socialisation and professional

development activities (Appendix 1). It has been identified that this brand has an opportunity to

cease, being that there has been an absence of a visual arts club at the University of Wollongong for

over five years. Additionally, the brand has the opportunity to develop a thriving club within the

rich creative culture of UOW and Wollongong. A strong digital marketing strategy will assist in

UOWVAS forming brand loyalty, with a strong digital presence assisting in achieving core club

objectives.



Background

Brand

UOW Visual Arts Society

Brand Socials

Website: https://uowvisualarts.wordpress.com/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/uowvisualarts/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/uowvisualarts

Twitter: https://twitter.com/uowvisualarts

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/uowvas

Target Audience

The main target audience for UOWVAS is UOW students who enjoy and appreciate visual arts in a

social and collaborative setting.

Competitors

UOWVAS has no clear competitors as it is the only visual arts club at UOW, hence the large

opportunity to establish a thriving visual arts culture outside of the visual arts study cohort.

Summary of Digital Audit

Overall, considering UOWVAS is a relatively new club, exposure and generating more followers is

a key goal within their digital media platforms. Currently the amount of followers across social

media platforms is significantly low. The digital audit (Appendix 2) highlights how often social

media channels should be posted on to create a consistent brand identity across platforms. Current

content is posted across all social platforms. However, due to the nature of different platforms and

the audience using them, the content needs to change slightly. With this in mind, the overall voice

of the club should still be consistent across media.

https://uowvisualarts.wordpress.com/
https://www.instagram.com/uowvisualarts/
https://www.facebook.com/uowvisualarts
https://twitter.com/uowvisualarts
https://www.linkedin.com/company/uowvas


Sentiment Analysis

Response Analysis - Expression of Interest Form

Leading up to the inaugural general meeting, an expression of interest (EOI) form was created using

Microsoft forms for interested students to complete, asking questions covering general demographic

and course related questions, as well as what each student would like to see the club do regarding

events and workshops (Appendix 3). The response to the expression of interest form was

completely positive. Comments consisted of positive feedback on the club in a broad sense,

suggestions on events and workshop ideas and how the club would benefit them (Appendix 4).

The two themes were as follows:

● What students want from the club (event and workshop ideas):

These comments are crucial to analyse as they provide insight into what experiences

and skills students want to learn. These comments also demonstrate that students are

eager to learn new things. The strategic benefit of this evidence demonstrates that

UOWVAS should offer a variety of workshops and events.

● Why students want this club:

These comments demonstrate that the reason students want to join the club is to

learn new skills and connect with other people interested in visual arts, especially

students studying non-creative arts degrees. The strategic benefit of this evidence

indicates it is vital for UOWVAS to not target visual arts students exclusively and to

use user generated content to promote the club community.

Response Analysis - Deakin Visual Arts Society comments

For comparative purposes, a sentiment analysis was run on Deakin University’s Visual Arts Society,

which is an established club (Appendix 6).

The general theme was expressions of interest towards upcoming events and workshops.

What we found: These positive comments displayed that students are excited and interested in

being involved within events and workshops.

Benefit to us: In light of these discoveries, a strategic benefit would be to encourage these types of

comments by replying in a positive way, and to create events and workshops that specifically target

our buyer personas interests that they will be excited about (Appendix 6).



Despite the positive comments on some posts, overall extremely minimal comments on posts. The

majority of comments came from competition or participation posts. A strategic benefit to engage

more conversation would be to prompt responses through adding questions in the social media

copy.

Digital SWOT

Strengths Organic following on Instagram

Weakness Lack of funds - funding from the university is very minimal

Executives have other commitments - not a full time job, it is a voluntary

position

Current small following on social media

Inconsistent social posting

No finalised style / branding on socials

Opportunity Large / diverse workshop / event options - online event options

Opportunities to partner with other clubs - online promotion and

collaboration

Threat Commitment to university course work

Conflicting timetables (students class time, varying employment /

commitments)

Figure 1: Digital SWOT analysis for UOWVAS

Macro Analysis

Economic:

An important economic factor to consider when analysing UOWVAS is the federal government’s

decision to more than double the cost of arts degrees (Baker & Connellan 2020). This adjustment

was made to encourage tertiary students to pursue a degree which will lead to better chances of

employment (Baker & Connellan 2020). This is an additional barrier for students, with someone

feeling like they are being pushed to be motivated by money (Mathie in Baker & Connellan 2020).

This could deter students from pursuing creative arts in tertiary study and extend to effect



UOWVAS, with students being influenced by this decision to reconsider committing to

extracurricular arts activities due to the illusion it won’t add value to their future careers.

With this in mind, it is important to build consistent communication to members about UOWVAS’

commitment to professional development through providing expertise and workshop support.

Social:

Social media is a highly influential environment for university students as the majority

demographic is young people (Amens 2019). Social media is the main channel in which students

hear about and share events. Social media is a space used to learn, engage and explore

entertainment options. It is a space open to creating niche communities (Amens 2019). With this in

mind it is important to consider that the connection between the digital space and physical space are

interconnected.

Technological:

The iOS 14.5 update that allows iPhone users to ‘opt in’ to stop Facebook’s targeted advertising and

tracking means that UOWVAS may have to reconsider adopting paid advertising strategy on the

platform in the future (PerthNow 2021). Considering the niche market UOWVAS has, being UOW

students interested in visual arts, the inability to deliver micro-targeted ads will deem Facebook

advertising ineffective to achieve marketing objectives (Purtill 2021).



Buyer Personas

Due to UOWVAS target market being almost limited to UOW students, our primary focus was to

create two buyer personas based on the two main club objectives (Appendix 1). By basing the

personas on our club objectives, we are able to make marketing decisions that target a group of

people who “share similar qualities, attributes and attitudes.” (Heinze 2020 p.5) The process of

building these personas ensures we can communicate to our market on an individual level in order

to achieve the long-term positive relationship which is the aim of all digital marketing efforts

(Heinze 2020 p.5). (Appendix 7 and 8).

Buyer Persona 1:

Figure 2: Buyer persona One: Anna



Buyer Persona 2:

Figure 3: Buyer persona Two: Rachel

Buyer journey map

Figure 4: Buyer journey map



Digital Marketing Objectives

The following marketing objectives are based on the SMART model (Appendix 9) were created

with two forms of conversion in mind: membership sign-up and event attendance. The end date is

based on executive changeover being on the 30th of September. This ensures that the president can

present the new marketing manager with an assessment of the tactics used to achieve these

objectives and recommend adjustment if required in order to evolve the strategy (Heinze et al. 2020

p.101).

Membership:

100 members registered on UniLife by the 30th September.

This ensures we have all the members' information in order to include them on the email list and

can direct them to following social platforms. Membership means we remain in consistent

communication with the most interested students which leads to loyalty to the club, ensuring

survival and longevity of the organisation.

Social following:

An engaged 500 Instagram followers by the 30th September

It has become evident that Instagram is UOWVAS’ core social platform due to the visual-forward

content and leading organic follower growth.

Considering these positive characteristics, it is also the top platform to develop user-generated

content, which can be employed by UOWVAS to develop the collaborative spirit of the brand

(Spencer 2018).

To continue this trend, focus should be placed on gaining followers on this platform in order to have

event promotion reach a larger audience, and encourage user-generated content, of which Instagram

is receiving the most of through members tagging the account in their stories, which can be

reposted into the club accounts highlights. Additionally, gaining followers is a vital part to

organisational growth as the society is still in its establishment stage.



Digital Strategy

Referring to the 8 Cs model as a guideline for digital and social media strategy development, we

have identified the following Cs as principal for strategy development (Appendix 10) (Heinze 2020

p.111). Each C will employ channels from the PESO model, which identifies each earned, shared,

owned and paid channel UOWVAS possesses as an organisation. Due to the frugal budget,

UOWVAS’ marketing channels have heavy reliance on social platforms, which has led to a lot of

the Cs in the 8 Cs model employing the same PESO channels to use different tactics and achieve

multiple objectives.

Objective 1: Membership

8C’s PESO

Collaborate to build mutually beneficial relationships:

Due to UOWVAS being volunteer run and the member base
currently consisting of all students, the organisation is based
on mutually beneficial relationships, being that the
executive team provides the members with valuable creative
experiences in return for the joy of running the club. This
requires a collaborative effort to create an online digital
presence for the organisation.

Collaborate with other closely related clubs such as the
UOW Digital Media Society. Co-hosting events will
introduce potential members to our club, boost event
attendance, share resources and create an environment to
socialise.

Earned / Shared
Brand ambassadors
User-generated content
Partnership with other clubs
Partnership with Pulse
(organisation that oversees
UOW clubs)
Shared
Online word-of-mouth
Organic social growth

Contribute content to build reputation and improve the
community: “Position yourself as a thought leader by
showcasing your unique knowledge. Knowledge about the
subject equates with a product that will most likely be of
higher quality.” (Heinze 2020 p.111)

It is UOWVAS’ responsibility to provide students and
members with the knowledge and experience which can lead
to them experiencing meaningful creative opportunities
through events. Providing this knowledge to users then
builds brand trust by providing a solution to a problem or
desire the buyer persona has (Oyos 2020). This content then
provides a call-to-action leading to membership sign-up

Earned
Word of mouth
Owned / Shared
Consistent social presence
Owned
Blog based on each event



which places the persona in a position of higher loyalty to
the organisation, and a place in the UOWVAS community.

Community participation (and creation) can elicit
valuable suggestions for improving products and
innovative suggestions for new products or services: Due
to the organisation being a club, membership input and
opinion via AGMs and other meetings is vital to the
function of UOWVAS. Additionally, due to the club being
volunteer run and developed through collaboration, all
members are given the opportunity to contribute to many
facets of the organisation including content creation to be
shared on socials and event creation / assistance. Enabling
the community to participate and contribute to the
organisation’s function leads to a valuable, personal level of
trust which ensures the long-term, loyal relationship with
buyer personas is maintained (Heinze 2020 p.5).

Earned / Shared
Brand ambassadors (members)
User-generated content
Shared / Owned
Sharing of brand content
Facebook
Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter
Owned
Blog
Earned / Paid
Activations
Experiential marketing

Figure 5: 8 Cs for membership objective

Objective 2: Instagram following

8C’s PESO

Collaborate to build mutually beneficial relationships: By
basing the organisation on collaboration, UOWVAS’ buyer
personas boost marketing efforts naturally through sharing
their own content and reviews (Schmidt 2019). It is the
marketers responsibility to ensure they are given a platform
to interact and share, which can take the form of
user-generated content on social media platforms (Schmidt
2019).

Earned
Word-of-mouth
Link building
Earned/ Shared
Brand ambassadors (members)
User-generated content
Shared
Online word-of-mouth
Organic social
Owned / Shared
Sharing of brand content
Facebook
Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter

Converse with, acknowledge and respond to other users
of the channel: “Display your knowledge of a product area
and show genuine concern towards the key issues of the

Paid / Earned
Activations
Experiential marketing



channel to build trust for yourself and your brand.” (Heinze
2020 p.111)

UOWVAS wants to create an inclusive, friendly,
conversational community within the digital space. Through
encouraging conversation on online platforms students will
feel engaged and included within the community. Which will
build trust within the digital space to then prompt students to
be comfortable to attend live workshops and events.

The overall voice of UOWVAS will be welcoming, friendly
and engaging. Our social channels are the best platforms to
promote shared discussion. Ask questions to create
discussion, answer students queries and start conversations
around interesting topics. Being concise, having a clear
voice, and knowing how to communicate to your buyer
persona are strategies to communicate effectively (Phillips et
al. 2021).

Earned
Link building
Earned / Shared
Brand ambassadors (members)
User-generated content
Shared
Organic social
Shared / Owned
Sharing and interaction with
brand content
Facebook
Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter
Owned
Email marketing
Website
Blog

Community participation (and creation) can elicit
valuable suggestions for improving products and
innovative suggestions for new products or services:
Social platforms are an opportunity to encourage
conversation and share creation. Encourage tagging and
sharing across platforms to increase participation.

Instagram is a visual platform that can be leveraged by
sharing members' artworks and experiences.

Twitter is an image and based text platform that can be used
to engage members through art jokes, memes and questions
to create discussion.

Short surveys sent out through the member email list is a way
to improve services based on member feedback.

Earned
Word-of-mouth
Publicity
Earned / Shared
Brand ambassadors (members)
User-generated content
Shared / Owned
Surveys
Sharing of brand content
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
LinkedIn
Owned
Blog

Categorise: “Focus on the channels where you are most
likely to find your buyer persona. This focus will produce the
greatest chances of success.” (Heinze 2020 p.111)

As identified in our objectives, it is evident that Instagram is
our core social channel to reach our buyer persona. 65
percent of the population are visual learners, and visual
learning is a priority for students interested in visual arts

Earned / Shared
User generated content -
Instagram posts and stories
Owned / Shared
Instagram
Owned
Website linking to Instagram
Email marketing linking to



(Shift 2014). Instagram is the focus channel for UOWVAS as
content is delivered image first, text second. Considering that
the majority of the club events will have some kind of visual
outcome, for example a zine workshop or a mural, social
content will be developed automatically, hence emphasis
must be taken to ensure these physical outcomes are utilised
as part of social media marketing.

Instagram

Contribute content to build reputation and improve the
community: “Position yourself as a thought leader by
showcasing your unique knowledge. Knowledge about the
subject equates with a product that will most likely be of
higher quality.” (Heinze 2020 p.111)

It is UOWVAS’ responsibility to provide students and
members with the knowledge and experience which can lead
to them experiencing meaningful creative opportunities
through events. This knowledge is best communicated
through social channels, posting educational and inspiring
content on visual arts. This content can be blog posts and
social posts providing information about upcoming
workshops, demonstrating to buyer personas that the club has
valuable knowledge they can benefit from, creating trust
(Oyos 2020).

Earned
Link building
Shared
Online word-of-mouth
Organic social
Shared/Owned
Sharing of brand content
Facebook
Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter
Owned
Website
Blog
Content marketing
Paid/Earned
Activations
Experiential marketing

Figure 6: 8 Cs for Instagram following objective

Conclusion

In conclusion, UOW Visual Arts Society must implement an effective digital strategy to ensure the

identified buyer personas are being targeted in order to develop a long-term loyal relationship with

the club. To achieve this, their core motivations and desires must be offered by the club: learning

new creative skills and socialising with like-minded creative people. Marketing activity must work

towards SMART objectives, focusing on the two core conversion points of membership sign-up and

event attendance. Overall, the intent of this strategy is to be implemented to ensure the achievement

of the organisation's overall goal of developing a thriving club and visual arts culture within UOW

and Wollongong.
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 Appendix

Appendix 1 -  UOW Visual Arts Society Constitution

PART 2 - Number 3: Aims and Objectives

(1) The aim of our club is to provide students, emerging artists, and visual art enthusiasts of all

abilities the opportunity to participate in activities and programs that encourage hands-on artmaking

and socialisation between like-minded individuals who possess a strong interest in creative arts.

(2) As well as provide visual arts students with a network to collectively develop their

professional experience. The main objective is for the Visual Arts Society to act as a bridge between

university and professional experience, offering students the chance to develop meaningful

connections with peers who possess complimentary career aspirations.

(3) Our Clubs objectives are to:

Develop and run events that encourage students of all interests and abilities to participate in

artmaking.

Create online platforms where members can share and promote club experiences to a wider

audience, creating exposure for the club and artists.

Develop ongoing collaborative projects that encourage members to develop connections and skills

to complement their career aspirations.

(4) To encourage, foster, promote, develop, extend and control Visual Arts Culture within the

University of Wollongong.

Appendix 2 - Digital Audit

Site: Instagram Appropriate?

https://www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au/study-and-training/university-and-tafe/starting-out-at-university-tafe/student-clubs-societies
https://www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au/study-and-training/university-and-tafe/starting-out-at-university-tafe/student-clubs-societies


- How many Likes
does the client

108 followers Since the society has only recently
started up, increasing followers is a key
area to improve upon.

- How often do
they post on each
site? Is it
appropriate?

Sporadic, 1-2 a day, some
days none.

Not appropriate. Planning to post
consistently and regularly will increase
engagement and awareness. It is
recommended to post 1-3 times a day
on Instagram (Social Buddy n.d.)

- What is their
push/pull mix? Is it
appropriate?

Push: social channels, email
campaign
Pull: members share
workshop activity

Push:
Social media platforms such as
Instagram are forms of push marketing
and are used as a direct marketing
approach to expand reach (Carmicheal
2021).
Pull:
Pull marketing has been achieved
through members posting stories of
what they have created in workshops.
By creating a community within the
physical space we then leverage this
content using online platforms to
expand the network.

- What type of
media do they use?
Is it appropriate

Images, collages, video,
screenshots, text, outbound
links

Current media is appropriate, it
represents the club events and
community through images of
workshops. It is engaging and
intriguing with short, informative text.

- Does the social
site link to the
website?

Yes The website link is in the bio of the
Instagram page.

- Do they respond
to comments? To
what degree?

No, no comments to
respond to

Promote discussion by asking questions
within the caption of each post. Reply
to every comment when they do arise.

- What is the
digital media
voice? Is it
appropriate?

Creative, student focused,
event and workshop
focused, playful language in
captions.

The overall visual cohesion when
looking over the brands Instagram does
not flow. Applying the same filter or
image sizing to all images would create
flow.



- What type of
content is usually
posted? Is it
appropriate for the
brand?

Promotion for events,
photos of events, promotion
of members artworks,
introductions of members,
promotion of user generated
content or brand content

Type of content is appropriate.
However, more content such as adding
posts that prompt members to share and
collaborate would create a stronger
community.

Site: Facebook Appropriate?

- How many Likes
does the client

16 followers Since the society has only recently
started up, increasing followers is a key
area to improve upon.

- How often do
they post on each
site? Is it
appropriate?

Once a day Facebook's new algorithm prioritizes
content from friends and family in users’
news feeds (Anthony 2021). That makes
it challenging for brands to show content
regularly.

Content should be cohesive across all
posts, be posted five posts per week.

- What is their
push/pull mix? Is it
appropriate?

Push: social channels,
email campaign

Pull: members share
workshop activity, word of
mouth

Push:
Social media platforms such as
Facebook are forms of push marketing
and are used as a direct marketing
approach to expand reach (Carmicheal
2021).

Pull:
Pull marketing has been achieved
through members posting stories of what
they have created in workshops. By
creating a community within the
physical space we then leverage this
content using online platforms to expand
the network.

- What type of
media do they use?
Is it appropriate

Images of artworks,
cohesive use of logo, gifs
and memes, short text
descriptions

Could improve content of current
customers getting involved in events -
will showcase the already existing
community and create a human aspect to
the content



- Does the social
site link to the
website?

No Linking socials to website will convert
traffic to consuming more content

- Do they respond
to comments? To
what degree?

Currently no comments to
respond to

Replying to comments is crucial in order
to create a more in depth conversation
with your users, answer any questions -
shows them that they are being listened
to by the brand

- What is the
digital media
voice? Is it
appropriate?

Artistic, inclusive,
positive, student and
university centered.

A background image needs to be added
to the facebook page as it currently does
not look complete.

- What type of
content is usually
posted? Is it
appropriate for the
brand?

Same content posted
across Facebook and
Instagram - Event
information, showcasing
previous events,
information about the
creators of the society.

Type of content is appropriate. However,
more content such as videos or posts that
prompt members to share and
collaborate would create a stronger
community.

Site: Website/blogs Appropriate?

- How many Likes
does the client

N/A N/A

- How often do they
post on each site? Is
it appropriate?

One blog per event. Currently one blog per event is
appropriate.

- What is their
push/pull mix? Is it
appropriate?

Push
The website and blogs
embedded within are a
push marketing strategy.
The blogs are advertised
through the club's social
pages. The purpose of the
website is to have a

Using this push marketing strategy will
promote awareness and gain more
followers.



platform where students
can learn about events
and workshops, be
educated through the
blogs and access all
social media platforms.

- What type of
media do they use?
Is it appropriate

Text, images and links All media is currently appropriate, the
blog posts are short, engaging and full of
mixed content.

- Does the social
site link to the
website?

Website links to socials Website clearly links to socials and
emailing list.

- Do they respond to
comments? To what
degree?

No comments N/A

- What is the digital
media voice? Is it
appropriate?

Formal, informative The website voice is appropriate with an
overall friendly, inclusive and
informative nature.

By creating a consistent visual language
and voice across all digital media
platforms students will feel connected
and comfortable within being a part of
this society.

- What type of
content is usually
posted? Is it
appropriate for the
brand?

Content related to
workshops

Yes, blogs are used to trigger conversion
by basing blogs on upcoming workshops
to encourage participation / attendance.
Blogs are also an informative voice of the
brand, providing consumers with
information and education.

The landing page shows a gallery
slideshow of images featuring action
shots of students getting involved in
events. This student representation is
cohesive with the club's social media goal
of demonstrating the community aspect
of the club.



Site: Linkedin Appropriate?

- How many Likes
does the client

4 This  minimal number is not appropriate.
Since the society has only recently
started up, increasing followers is a key
area to improve upon.

- How often do they
post on each site? Is
it appropriate?

Once per event Both events and new blog posts should
be displayed on Linkedin.

- What is their
push/pull mix? Is it
appropriate?

Push: social channels

Pull: members share
workshop activity, word
of mouth

Push:
Social media platforms such as
Facebook are forms of push marketing
and are used as a direct marketing
approach to expand reach (Carmicheal
2021).
Pull:
Pull marketing has been achieved
through members posting stories of what
they have created in workshops. By
creating a community within the
physical space we then leverage this
content using online platforms to expand
the network.

- What type of media
do they use? Is it
appropriate

Images, links and text Due to the professional nature of
Linkedin, media should be selective and
refined.

- Does the social site
link to the website?

Yes All socials link back to website

- Do they respond to
comments? To what
degree?

No, no comments N/A

- What is the digital
media voice? Is it
appropriate?

Formal, informative Due to the professional nature of
Linkedin, the society's voice within this
platform will be formal and informative.



- What type of
content is usually
posted? Is it
appropriate for the
brand?

Event recounts Appropriate to showcase the club in a
“successful” way, “selling
professionalism”

Site: Twitter Appropriate?

- How many Likes
does the client

2 This  minimal number is not appropriate.
Since the society has only recently
started up, increasing followers is a key
area to improve upon.

- How often do they
post on each site? Is
it appropriate?

Sporatic, 1-2 per week,
some days none

Setting up a constant posting schedule
will create a stronger presence and online
persona.

- What is their
push/pull mix? Is it
appropriate?

Push: social channels

Pull: members share
workshop activity, word
of mouth

Push:
Social media platforms such as Facebook
are forms of push marketing and are used
as a direct marketing approach to expand
reach (Carmicheal 2021).
Pull:
Pull marketing has been achieved
through members posting stories of what
they have created in workshops. By
creating a community within the physical
space we then leverage this content using
online platforms to expand the network.

- What type of media
do they use? Is it
appropriate

Text and image Too text heavy.

- Does the social site
link to the website?

No Bio features linktree



- Do they respond to
comments? To what
degree?

No, no comments N/A

- What is the digital
media voice? Is it
appropriate?

Formal, too long text The whole voice of the visual arts
society must change. It currently is not
engaging. Change the voice to become
informal, funny, relatable, student
focused and relaxed. Focus on creating a
specific persona that students can relate
to.

- What type of
content is usually
posted? Is it
appropriate for the
brand?

Reposting of instagram
content

The content is currently inappropriate,
consisting of the majority text and
threads, currently does not flow and is
hard to consume. The content must be
short and captivating, adopting content
such as memes, jokes and retweeting. As
BCM students we have personal insight
into the large BCM community within
twitter. We are going to use this already
existing creative community to leverage
our society by targeting this audience.

Appendix 3 -  Comments from Expression of Interest Form

Question on form: Please drop other suggestions for activities and events here! I want this to

be a collaborative club where anyone can suggest and create events / activities. This club will

be an opportunity to flex and develop your skills (whatever they may be) and have fun with it.

“Love this !! looking forward to join”

“Pottery nights Earth art/ organic art”

“Skill-swaps - e.g. potters/sculptors teach 1 or 2 other how to work with clay (or similar materials),

painters do the same with paint, and so on.”

“Former UOW arts student. Just expressing interest in the partake the arts society and partaking in

activities.”



“Love this !! looking forward to join”

“photowalk in nature or city for those reflective shots”

“I think this is a fabulous idea! I hold paint and sips at uni bar and have found it hard to connect

with other artists at uni because I’d not study visual arts degree. A couple of ideas : - I think

business workshops would help a lot and be a great idea to have for members and non members. -

guest speakers and artists to come have a chat, and talk about their process. Learn from others

experience and what not! :) Fabulous idea!!”

“- d.i.y upcycle class on how to re-vamp clothes that need a new look/bit of love. Help reduce fast

fashion waste by creating cute pieces of clothes or art out of the stuff you’ve got!”

“Painting under UV light so you don't know what colours you're using until the reveal at the end

when the lights come back on.”

“Maybe a sport day E.g basketball or cricket?”

“Pottery workshop (I have no experience with this but I’d like to learn), Lino-printing,

embroidery/textile workshop, art therapy.”

“Group classes creating our own works then having a group market stalll”

“Might be a stretch but with the workshops, a few students could put together a workshop based on

what they’re main medium is and teach it to the other students. Eg. Painters put on a “painting

basics or workshop to create own painting”. I would be interested in volunteering for things but

can’t volunteer for exec roles this semester.”

“Brief outline of interests: collective approaches to curatorial & other professional practice skills

development. :developing "generational" culture of mentorship from 1st year thru to graduates to

create bridges into a stronger sense of creative community & real life links within alumni & the

creative industries. : industry introductions/networks via student lead group exhibitions, on/off

campus. : group mentoring/advice events from UOW lecturers, staff & arts organisations within the

Illawarra, Sydney & further: eg, art, wine & cheese at WAG or other galleries or cultural centre etc :

cultural input/development- Woolyungah Indigenous Centre, Disability Services & other groups.

:series of informal talks/seminars across disciplines & cross industries for broadening potential

collaborations. Looking forward to hearing from you.”

“No suggestions but this seems to be developing into a nice way I can develop my hobby/passion.

Thanks :)”

Appendix 4 - EOI form categorised into themes

Examples
Extracts

Themes Response
s (+ or -)

Why do people feel
(Justification)

Strategic
Benefit



“Pottery workshop (I have
no experience with this but
I’d like to learn),
Lino-printing,
embroidery/textile
workshop, art therapy.”

“Skill-swaps - e.g.
potters/sculptors teach 1 or
2 other how to work with
clay (or similar materials),
painters do the same with
paint, and so on.”

“Pottery nights Earth art/
organic art”

What
students
want from
the club
(event and
workshop
ideas)

100%
positive

These comments are
crucial to analyse as
they shine insight into
what experiences and
skills students want to
learn. They also depict
that students are eager
to learn new things.

We should
run a variety
of workshops
and events.

Comment Extracts Themes Respons
es (+ or
-)

Why do people feel Strategic
Benefit

“Learn from others
experience and what
not! :) Fabulous idea!!”

“I think this is a
fabulous idea! have
found it hard to connect
with other artists at uni
because I’d not study
visual arts degree.”

“No suggestions but
this seems to be
developing into a nice
way I can develop my
hobby/passion”.

“Create bridges into a
stronger sense of

Why
students
want this
club

100%
positive

Students want to learn new
skills

Students want to connect
to other people interested
in visual arts

Students not studying
visual arts want a way to
reconnect with art

Students want a club that
feels like a community

Don’t just
specifically
target visual
arts students

Use consumer
content to
build and
promote a
sense of
community



creative community &
real life links within
alumni & the creative
industries”.

Appendix 5 - Comments extracted from the UOW Visual Arts club socials

Appendix 6 - Comments extracted from Deakin Visual Art Society

https://www.instagram.com/deakinvisualart/


Examples
Extracts

Themes Responses
(+ or -)

Why do people
feel
(Justification)

Strategic Benefit

“AWWW YEAH I'm
pumped for this”!!

“Can’t wait for the
next hangout!! Yay”

“So excited for this!”

Expressions
of interest

100%
positive

Students are
excited to get
involved in
events that
interest them.

Encourage these
types of comments
by replying to them
in a positive way.

Create events and
workshops that
specifically target
our buyer personas
interests that they
will be excited
about.

Appendix 7 - Buyer Persona 1



Anna - Visual Arts Student at UOW

Demographic - Female, 20

Psychographic - Introverted, left

Geographic - Lives at home, part time employed, lives in Appin

Section Insight Evidence

What – A
description of your
buyer persona’s
primary and
secondary goals.

Primary goals:

Wants to finish her degree with a distinction
average

Wants to become a full time artist - pursuing a
career that allows her to be creative and follow
her passion.

Secondary goals:

Secretly has a goal to live in Spain one day and
experience the major art culture there.

Studying a visual arts
degree indicated their
interest in gaining
tertiary education.

Insights gained
through blogs from
visual arts students:

“That is a culture, one
that is invested in the
welfare and
professional
development of young
people.” (Rogers
2017)

“you have an
overwhelming urge to
create art and wish to
refine and legitimise
your skills.” (Daniel
2020)

Personal evidence as
we both have
experience being
visual art students.

Where – A
description of
where your buyer
persona spends

Offline

Studies Visual Arts at University of
Wollongong

Personal evidence as
we both have
experience being
visual art students.



their time both
online and offline.

Part time work at Coles - hates working there
and wants to quit

Socialises mainly with her best friend who is
also very passionate about art

Don’t often visit galleries in person as prefers
online art content

Introvert that likes to stay home watching
netflix or walk her dog

Loves walking along the beach

Enjoys creating artworks with any media but
prefers sculpture

Lives with parents

Has a mini art studio at home where she spends
time creating sculptures

Her sculptures combine themes of nature and
femininity.

Online

Artists pages and content, art skills video
content (youtube tutorials), inspiration for
artworks on pinterest and instagram

She has created an instagram account
specifically for her art which she posts on
regularly.

Has attempted to sell works on redbubble but
has only sold a few small pieces

Has a paid account on spotify and listens to
pop music regularly. She likes to listen to
music when creating art.

Consumes a lot of feministic content through
Instagram and Facebook

Checks emails / SOLS mail daily - likes to be
on top of work

“Consumers today are
looking for a holistic
and seamless
experience that is
curated specifically for
them and not mass
produced.” (Amens
2019) - create an
experience targeted
specifically to our
buyer persona



Wants to monetize artistic practise through
socials but hasn’t been successful.

Content – A
description of the
types of content
that your buyer
persona prefers..

Visual content

Follows artist influencers

Follows European influences (big art culture in
Spain) such as The Purple Place, Damon
Dominique

Follows feminist pages on Instagram and
Facebook

Educational content - to learn new art skills

Buys Domestica art tutorials

Watches Youtube art tutorials

Entertainment content

Heavily into pop and indie music and listens to
it on Spotify regularly

Watches chick flicks on netflix

Art students learn and
admire visual content

The Purple Palace
(artist) and Damon
Dominique are both
American influencers
living in France.

Channels – A
description of the
type of social
networks and other
channels that your
buyer persona
prefers to access
and uses regularly.

Favourite channels

Instagram

Youtube

Tiktok

Other channels:

Pinterest

Red bubble

Facebook

Spotify

Netflix

“Enter the
conversation already
taking place in the
customer’s mind” -
Robert Collier (Suby
2019)

Prefer visual content

Tiktok content focuses
on the artistic process,
others the final piece



Email

Trust touchpoints –
Identify where your
content and the
preferred channels
of your buyer
persona can
intersect and create
trust in your brand.

Instagram - images of club members making
work / doing activities- sense of community,
makes people want to belong to club

Assistance in developing professional career-
place importance on collaboration for projects
that can go on cv and help with networking

Keep content cohesive
and visual - brand
stability

Consistency in posts
and events

Being transparent -
keeping it human or
personal - having
content that shows
people

Pain touchpoints –
Identify the
objections that your
buyer persona may
have to your brand,
your content or the
channels that you
use.

Not having enough time to come to events

Having to prioritise art assessments over club
activities

Thinking that your artistic skills are not worthy
enough - you just need to be interested

Concerned about future employment

Timetables vary highly
across different study
disciplines.

Visual arts contact
hours are higher
compared to
non-practical subjects.

Customer,
Consumer or
Influencer –
Identify the role of
your buyer persona
as a customer, a
consumer, an
influencer or a
combination of all
three.

Influence

Influence over other visual art classmates and
friends - we are targeting a common interest -
bring friends

Consumer

Consumes our content and events

Influence is
encouraged by the
highly collaborative
and supportive
environment of visual
arts study in a tertiary
setting.

'They say' - Use
sample quotes from
your buyer persona
to make them come
alive.

“I don’t know what I want to do when I
graduate”

“Is it worth it to go into art in the end?”

“I want to connect with more artists”

“I feel lost in knowing how to start my career”

People perceive art as
not valuable

Mindset and
perception of value
towards visual art



“I wish someone would help me sell my
artworks”

'We Say' - Use
sample quotes of
the messages that
you might send to
you buyer persona.

“We want to collaborate with you”

“I would love to exhibit your art”

“You don’t have to be good at art to do art”

“We can help you start your career”

“I’m not good at art”

Keywords - What
are the keywords
and phrases that
you will associate
with your buyer
persona?

Art, art career, opportunities, networking,
workshops, art activities, university clubs

Appendix 8 - Buyer Persona 2

Rachel - Science Student at UOW

Demographic - Female, 21



Psychographic - Extraverted, left

Geographic - Lives out of home with roomates, part time employed and receives income support,

lives in North Wollongong

Section Insight Evidence

What – A
description of your
buyer persona’s
primary and
secondary goals.

To finish their degree in Bachelor of
Science and get full time work in marine
biology

Maintain hobbies and interest in visual arts

Likes to paint with acrylics. Wants to start
selling her work on the side

Create a secure social network and extend
friendship circle

Young person - Finding your identity,
finding what you like and dislike

Clubs are a great way to
meet people with similar
interests (Youth Central
n.d)

Where – A
description of
where your buyer
persona spends
their time both
online and offline.

Online - moodle/sols, Instagram,
Facebook, TikTok, spends a lot of time
online (addicted to social media)

Offline - University

Lives out of home with roommates

Will go out and socialise once a week

Content – A
description of the
types of content
that your buyer
persona prefers..

Video, image and short text media, content
that can be consumed and understood fast-

Follows comedy Youtubers like The Try
Guys and Good Mythical Morning

If she has a night off where she isn’t doing
studying or working, she will sit down to
watch Netflix.



Channels – A
description of the
type of social
networks and other
channels that your
buyer persona
prefers to access
and uses regularly.

Frequently uses Instagram and Tiktok, has
Facebook but only really checks it for
updates / events / community pages

Has a few channels they regularly watch
on Youtube, sometimes end in falling into
a Youtube “rabbit hole”

“Watching videos online
using sites such as
YouTube is the most
popular online
entertainment and
amusement activity done
by over 13.2 million
Australians (63%) in an
average four week” (Roy
Morgan 2020)

“There were 10 840 000
Instagram users in
Australia in February 2021,
which accounted for 42%
of its entire population.”
(Pokrop 2021)

“People aged 25 to 34 were
the largest user group (3
200 000).” (Pokrop 2021)

Trust touchpoints –
Identify where
your content and
the preferred
channels of your
buyer persona can
intersect and create
trust in your brand.

To meet new people and get involved in a
club - get the uni experience

Trusts well produced video and image
content due to the content they are fans of
eg. the try guys and GMM, values the
educational themes behind this content

Short and non committed
events - great way to meet
people eg. Pictionary night

Pain touchpoints –
Identify the
objections that
your buyer persona
may have to your
brand, your content
or the channels that
you use.

Not having enough time to come to events

Thinking that their artistic skills are not
worthy enough



Customer,
Consumer or
Influencer –
Identify the role of
your buyer persona
as a customer, a
consumer, an
influencer or a
combination of all
three.

Influencer

As a non-visual art student, this persona
has vital influence to demonstrate to other
people that art is a viable hobby / pursuit
for someone who is in a different field of
study

'They say' - Use
sample quotes from
your buyer persona
to make them come
alive.

“I’m not good at art”

“I want to connect with another artists but
don’t know where”

'We Say' - Use
sample quotes of
the messages that
you might send to
you buyer persona.

“You don’t have to be good at art to do
art”

“Meet people who are interested in art,
too”

“I’m not good at art”

Keywords - What
are the keywords
and phrases that
you will associate
with your buyer
persona?

Multi-talented, admirable to continue to
pursue art while studying other degrees

Art, opportunities, networking, workshops,
art activities, how to make good art, art
skills, university clubs

Appendix 9 - SMART objective model (Heinze 2020 p.109)



Appendix 10 - 8 Cs model (Heinze 2020 p.111)


